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1. GOAL: This paper discusses cases where T long-distance agrees with an NP deeply embedded 

within an infinitival clause in Spanish (Sp.) varieties (e.g.Me encantan [CP escuchar truenos], 

Eng. ‘I love to listen to thunder’), which we dub “hyper-agreement” (H-Agr). We show that this 

pattern occurs in two contexts: SE-sentences and with certain (mostly psych) Sp. verbs that 

require a dative-marked external argument. We claim that H-Agr involve a defective domain (cf. 

Chomsky 2000, 2001), namely a bare TP, which allows for long-distance agreement (LDA) and, 

at the same time, blocks fronting (cf. Abels 2003, Chomsky 2001). 
 

2. BACKGROUND DATA: It is well-known that Sp. T agrees with the NP in internal argument 

(IA) position in the context of SE-sentences (1) and certain psych-verbs (2) (cf. Raposo & 

Uriagereka 1996, Sánchez-López 2002, D’Alessandro 2007, among others). 
 

(1)  Se atendieron    ayer     muchos pacientes      (2) {A María/le}      asustan       mucho las alturas 

  SE assisted-3.pl yesterday many   patients           to Mary  to.her frighten-3.pl much the heights 

 ‘Many patients were assisted yesterday’            ‘Heights frighten Mary/her’ 
 

Along with these data, two other more restricted agreement patterns have been discussed whereby 

agreement by-passes a preposition, either functional (3) or lexical (4).  
 

(3) Se criticaron  a los políticos (%Sp.)     (4) Se hablaron   con las autoridades (Am. Sp.) 

 SE criticize-3.pl to the politicians        SE talked-3.pl with the authorities 

 ‘The politicians were criticized'       ‘The authorities were talked to’ 
   

In (3), the P heads a differential-object-marking (DOM) structure where agreement has been 

reported in different varieties with no specific dialectal tendency (a trait the % diacritic is meant 

to capture). As for (4), this pattern is largely restricted to American Sp. varieties (cf. 

Mendikoetxea 1999, Gallego 2016). 
  

3. CONTEXTS OF H-AGR.: The sort of LDA this paper focuses on is found in bi-clausal 

structures where matrix T targets the IA of φ-defective infinitival (cf. Hernanz 1999, RAE-

ASALE 2009). We differentiate two cases: SE (see (5)) and SE-less structures (see (6) below). 
 

(5) a. Se pueden [resolver los problemas]  b. Se  lograron       [resolver los problemas] 

     SE can-3.pl solve    the problems       SE achieved-3.pl solve    the problems  

     ‘The problems can be solved’      ‘They achieved to solve the problems’ 
  

The data in (5) have been reported, but their dialectal distribution has not been fully discussed: in 

fact reference grammars take it to be a colloquial variant of the non-agreeing version 

(Mendikoetxea 1999, RAE-ASALE 2009). In these same works, it is pointed out that (5a) 

contains a verb periphrasis (auxiliary poder, Eng. ‘can’ + infinitive), while the agreement with a 

non-auxiliary verb (lograr, Eng. ‘achieve’) in (5b) is accounted for through a restructuring 

process (cf. Rizzi 1978, Cinque 2006). Nevertheless, it is unlikely that restructuring is behind the 

facts in (6), gathered from social networks, since the matrix predicate is lexical. 
   

(6) a. Me asustan        [tener pesadillas] (Mexico)     

    to.me frighten-3.pl have nightmares    

       ‘It frightens me to have nightmares’                      

b. Les        gustan    [ver     los partidos  de fútbol] (Spain) 

       to.them like-3.pl  watch the matches of football 

      ‘They like to watch football matches’ 



An additional empirical argument against restructuring comes from so-called deísmo (cf. 

Demonte & Fernández-Soriano 2005, Di Tullio 2011, Camus 2013, Pato & De Benito 2015).  

The non-required preposition de inserted before the infinitival clause does not block the 

agreement, as we see in (7). This strongly suggests that matrix and embedded verbs cannot cluster, 

as in standard restructuring approaches. 
   

(7) a. No se suelen   [de pasar cosas]   (from COSER SE3806: Spain)     

         No SE use to-3.pl DE happen things                                          

        ‘Things do not usually happen’ 
 
 

4. THE ANALYSIS: The analysis of H-Agr we submit here embraces the intuitions behind 

restructuring and incorporation approaches: A domain D1 becomes more transparent (or 

defective) by means of some layer(s) being absent. Given the unclear status of head movement 

(cf. Chomsky 2001, 2015, Roberts 2010), especially in the context of restructuring, we argue that 

the embedded clause lacks the CP layer (key for Nominative Case assignment; cf. Chomsky 2004, 

2008), and therefore does not constitute a phase (cf. Chomsky 2000 and ff.). This alone suffices 

to account for LDA between matrix T and the embedded IA, taking the latter to move to the vP 

edge (as argued for on independent grounds; cf. Ordóñez 1998, Costa 2002, Gallego 2013). 
   

(8)  [CP[TP T [VP V … [TP [vP IA . . . [VP V tIA] ] ] ] ] ]   
       |_____________________________↑ 

Different pieces of evidence provide support for (8), apart from agreement itself. One of them is 

the fact that, if the embedded clause is a bare TP, we expect it to be fronting-resistant (cf. 

Chomsky 2001, Abels 2003, and also Vicente 2006, where fronted infinitivals in Sp. are analyzed 

as vPs). As (9a) and (9b) below show, this prediction is borne out in cases of standard TP 

topicalization and wh-movement under clausal-pied-piping. Here we assume that agreement 

signals the lack of a CP layer, which in turn precludes movement.  
   

(9)  a. [Ver    películas] me      gusta(*n)            

         watch movies     to.me  like-3.sg/pl    

          ‘I like to watch films’    

b. ¿[ Ver qué películas]   dice  María [que me     gusta(*n)]? 

 watch what movies     says Mary   that to.me like-3.sg/pl 

 ‘What films says Mary that I like to watch?’ 
    
   

5. CONCLUSIONS: This paper has investigated structures whereby T agrees with an NP that, 

under Probe-Goal locality standards, is too far away (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001). We have called 

the relevant dependency “H-Agr”, for just like in “hyper-raising” situations, agreement goes 

beyond what is expected. We have seen that it is possible in SE and SE-less contexts and in the 

so-called deísmo structures. We have argued that this phenomenon is due to a weakening of the 

embedded clause domain, which becomes defective (a bare TP, and thus a non-phase; cf. 

Chomsky 2000, 2001). These data raise empirical questions about parameters subject to abstract 

dynamics (as the data in (5), (6) and (7) reveal) as well as theoretical inquiries about the nature of 

phases. 
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